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153. The modus operandi of Satan and the methods of the world are not the same. The Father in heaven calls the Son and Spirit into his
glory. The world calls on the devil and the spirits of darkness. To make the Church ready for his triumph, he seeks to transform her into an

instrument of his malice. The good news of salvation has been manifested among men. Because of the love of God, they accept his
invitation and come to him. Their faith, hope and charity prompt them to prayer and to conversion. It is our challenge and our duty to bring

the faith to all men, especially the men of power and influence. We must make our message attractive and convincing, for these are the
only real defenses against Satan. In spite of the two temptations which occurred during the apostolic ministry, Peter did not succumb to

Satan. Satan is capable of leading us into spiritual errors. But the Spirit of God gives us the strength to resist temptation, and together with
prayer we must be on our guard lest we fall into the temptations of our times. There is no better cure for this than prayer. The Holy Spirit,
who dwells in the Church, instils in us a sense of gratitude for the gifts that have come to us, and unceasing vigilance to avoid becoming a
tool of the tempter. In parishes, in schools, in hospitals, at the roadside, or in the workplace, we should appeal to the mercy of God in the
midst of our daily tasks. We should appeal to the generosity of his mercy, which extends even to those who are the most antagonistic to

him. We should appeal to the mercy that would not let sinners go without the salvation which they do not wish to obtain. Here is a great and
serious challenge for us priests and religious, who for the most part are going forth from the midst of the flock.
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199. Looking at todays world, will anyone speak of this new Eucharist who is life and dignitas et valore in those who are thus constituted by
him? After the example of the Son of God, every man must be made God himself, the doer of God, so that, indeed, in him and through him
the whole world may be transformed into God, be transformed into Christ. In this new Eucharist we eat of the meal of the kingdom. From

this day on, we are freed from the slavery of sin, from the slavery of the world: eternally ennobled by the grace of the Holy Spirit and from
the mercy of Jesus, we share in the life of the new heavens and new earth. We can now become God himself, doer of God. The world

becomes for us a temple, a palace and a city: a place of joy and wonder, a place of angels and a home for the Holy Spirit. This is the new
world which the Holy Spirit makes us know. 59. Parishes in the Archdiocese have done an amazing job in caring for the sick and the elderly.

We are very thankful for their hard work. Every parish has developed a program for the elderly, and we encourage them to follow the
example of Mary Mothers of the Church to not feel a sense of neglect toward this part of society. No one in the Church should feel

neglected. Each person must be given a sense of belonging and a place. The third reason for a postponement of this section is that I am a
trained theologian. I studied my theology in the Jesuit order, and although I have been a member of the clergy for some years, I remain a
person who studies things. I am a theologian who knows his way around the doctrinal questions which I examine. But this time I lack the
time to do the job well. I have less than one year of preparation to make. Should I fail, I could have to face criticism. For this reason, I will

content myself with the first part, on the family, and then, having acknowledged that this is an area beyond my competence, I will leave it to
others to sort out. 5ec8ef588b
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